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The origin of the Boson peak was investigated using Ra-
man spectroscopy and ab initio calculations. Low fre-
quency Raman active vibrational modes of different 
branchy-, ring- and cage-like AsmSn nanoclusters were 
calculated and compared to experimentally determined 
Raman spectra of AsxS100-x glasses with different compo-

siton. A good correlation was found between the spectral 
features and the calculated Raman modes. The possible 
structural nature of the Boson peak in arsenic chalco-
genides is proposed and discussed. 
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1 Introduction Non-crystalline semiconducting mate-
rials (especially chalcogenides) are nowadays very impor-
tant for both potential applications and fundamental inves-
tigations [1, 2]. The absence of long-range ordering in the 
structures is an obstructing factor limiting both the experi-
mental and theoretical approaches to investigate these ma-
terials at the nanoscale [3]. However, by using theoretical 
methods (ab initio, molecular dynamics etc.) and combin-
ing them with experimental results, significant progress 
has been made in this field during the last decade [1, 4]. 

One of the most important, intriguing and still mysteri-
ous fundamental phenomenon in the physics of non-
crystalline solids is the excess contribution to the low-
frequency (LF) vibrational states with respect to the pre-
dictions of the Debye theory. Inelastic scattering (neutron, 
Raman) studies reveal a broad peak (usually referred to as 
the Boson peak (BP)) in the 2-10 meV energy range, the 
intensity of it being proportional to the density of states 
(g(ω)) by the rule of g(ω)/ω2. On the other hand the Debye 
theory predicts a constant intensity value for this spectral 
region [5-7].  

Studies of the relaxational and vibrational properties of 
amorphous solids in the LF (<100 cm-1) region may con-

tribute to the understanding of anomalous properties at low 
temperatures, the glass transition and other phenomena ob-
served in amorphous systems. While the relaxation dynam-
ics can be described by the mode coupling theory [8], the 
vibrational excitations are still unsettled and subject of in-
tense discussions. There are two different prevailing hy-
potheses [9] in this field. According to the first, the excess 
vibrational states are due to the localization of the high en-
ergy vibrational modes induced by the static disorder in the 
non-crystalline state. The second is based on the existence 
of collective propagating modes at high frequencies, whose 
density of states is reflected by the BP. In the first case the 
energies in the BP correspond to the energies of high-Q 
excitations, while the excitations are expected to propagate 
at energies above the energies of the BP region for the lat-
ter. 

The BP in the LF Raman spectra of glasses has also 
been related to the existence of intermediate range ordering 
(clusters) [10-12]. The idea is that the arrangement of at-
oms or atomic bonds in such clusters could assist the inter-
pretation ofthe physics of amorphous systems.  

In this work we combined LF Raman scattering meas-
urements on different AsxS100-x glasses with ab initio DFT 
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calculations on arsenic sulphide ring-, branchy-like and 
cage-like nanoclusters, the main building blocks of this 
glassy network, in order to investigate the compositional 
dependence of BP and to find correlations between differ-
ent cluster arrangements and the BP. 

2 Experimental and theoretical details 
Arsenic sulphide glasses were prepared by melting of 

elemental arsenic and sulphur in evacuated and sealed 
quartz ampoules placed in a rocking furnace at 600 ˚C for 
24 h. These glasses were then cooled in air with a cooling 
rate of 1 K/s. AsxS100-x glasses with compositions of x=6, 
22, 28.6, 40, 45, 60 were prepared. 

LF Raman spectra were measured using a triple grating 
Dilor-XY800 spectrometer equipped with a CCD detector 
cooled by liquid nitrogen. The slit width was set to 1 cm-1. 
The 632.8 nm line of an Ar/Kr-ion laser was used as exci-
tation source. The spectra were measured in macro-Raman 
configuration using back-scattering geometry. The output 
power of the excitation source was limited by means of op-
tical filters in order to avoid photo-induced changes in the 
structure.  

Finite size atomic AsnSm nanoclusters containing struc-
tural units expected to be important for glassy As-S system 
were used to study the Raman active LF modes (Fig. 1). 
Optimal geometry, total and formation energies, electronic 
and vibrational properties were calculated. For better mod-
elling of the chemical environment the dangling bonds of 
clusters were terminated by H atoms. 

Figure 1 Branchy- (a), ring- (b), and cage-like (c) AsnSm and S8 
nanoclusters used for calculations. 

Ab initio DFT calculations were performed using the 
quantum-chemical package GAMESS (US) [13]. The DFT 
method with the pure corrected exchange functional by 

Becke [14] and the gradient-corrected correlation func-
tional by Lee et al. [15] was applied for geometry optimi-
zations and calculation of the Raman spectra. The Stuttgart 
RLC ECP [16] basis set modified by the addition of one 
polarization d-function (nd) identical to that in Pople’s 6-
31G* [17] basis set was used for the As and S atoms. 

Atomic relaxation was taken into account by means of 
minimization of the total energy of the clusters. The clus-
ters geometries were optimized using the conjugate-
gradient algorithm. To eliminate the influence of saturating 
hydrogen atoms on the vibrations their masses were as-
signed a very small value (10-4 a.u.); thereby the corre-
sponding vibrations are completely suppressed. In addition, 
the elements of the calculated dipole derivative and po-
larizability tensors affected by hydrogen atoms were 
changed to zero prior to spectra computation.   

 
3 Discussion Glassy materials feature the BP in the LF 
region of their Raman spectra (Fig. 2). The dimensions of 
structural correlation (cluster sizes) can be calculated 

Figure 2 Depolarized (HV) LF Raman spectra of AsxS100-x 
glasses. 
 
using the position of the maximum of this peak (ωB) 
[12,18]. In the mechanical theory of Phillips-Thorpe the in-
tensity of LF vibrations in glasses depends on the average 
coordination number z [19]. The observed BP positions 
and coordination numbers for AsxS100-x glasses are summa-
rized in Table 1. 
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Our earlier studies showed that the cluster sizes for the 
As-S system exceeds one structural unit (s.u.) in order to 
obtain vibrational modes in the LF region, and values of 6-
8 Å were determined from the size distribution functions 
[12]. According to the data in Table 1 the highest fre-
quency (26.5 cm-1) of the BP is for the stoichiometric glass 
(x = 40), thus indicating that this sample contains the larg-
est ordered sequences (clusters).  

 
Table 1 Compositional dependence of BP position in AsxS100-x 
glasses. 
x 
(at. %) 

ωB 
(cm-1) 

Z x 
(at. %) 

ωB 
(cm-1) 

z 

22.0 21.5 2.22  40.0 26.5 2.40 
28.6 25.0 2.29  45.0 22.5 2.45 

 
Three types of atomic AsnSm nanoclusters were used to 

calculate the LF Raman active modes, namely branchy-, 
ring-, and cage-like ones. The calculated LF Raman spec-
tra of these nanoclusters are shown in Fig. 3. The calcula-
tions led to a surprising result: only the glass-network 
forming branchy- and ring-like clusters have LF vibra-
tional modes. No LF vibrations were calculated for the 
cage-like clusters. This is in accordance with the experi-
mental Raman spectra of the polycrystalline sample with a 
large arsenic excess, where the intensity of the BP signifi-
cantly decreases (Fig. 2, x = 60). An analysis of the spec-
tral region of valence vibrations (~150-300 cm-1) shows 
this to be mainly composed of cage-like clusters (As4S4, 
As4S3 etc.), for this sample. On the other hand, two clearly 
resolved bands can be seen at 33 and 41 cm-1 in the Raman 
spectra of glasses with excess sulphur (x = 6), located in 
the high frequency part of the BP region. These bands are 
very similar to the vibrational modes calculated for S8 ring 
(at 72 and 73 cm-1) (see Fig. 3). (The relatively large devia-
tion of the peak positions in the experimental and calcu-
lated spectra can be due to the limitations of the calcula-
tions and by the influence of the surrounding environment 
on the S8 vibrations in the real glass). 

Now let us analyse the other AsnSm clusters. As we 
showed earlier [12] the branchy- or chain-like clusters 
build of AsS3 s.u. (but not one pyramid alone) have LF vi-
brational modes in their calculated spectra that are mostly 
of torsional type in nature. These vibrations are located in 
the BP region of the Raman spectra. Also, increasing the 
length of these clusters (i.e. by increasing the cluster size) 
led to a red shift of the lowest frequency modes. For ex-
ample, the lowest in frequency vibrational mode at 31 cm-1, 
calculated for As2S1+4/2 cluster, is shifted to 13 cm-1 for 
As2+4/3S5. Apart from the branchy structures also rings can 
play an important role in the structure of the glass (it is 
known that a 12-member ring is the main building block of 
the As2S3 crystal) we extended our cluster approach to 
ring-like structures of different sizes. The geometries, total 
energies and stabilities as well as vibrational properties 
were calculated for these rings. The analysis shows that an 

8-membered ring has the highest stability, and thus favour-
able for amorphous structures. The calculated LF Raman 
active modes of size-dependent i-member rings exhibit a 
trend similar to that observed for branchy structures: the 
position of the LF modes decreases with increasing cluster 
sizes. The lowest frequency modes were calculated to 33, 
18, 11, and 9 cm-1 for 6-, 8-, 10-, and 12-membered 

Figure 3 Calculated LF Raman spectra of chain-, ring-like 
AsnSm nanoclusters and the S8 ring. 
 
rings, respectively. The other modes of the clusters are lo-
cated in the spectral region of the BP, covering the whole 
LF spectral range (<100 cm-1). The analysis of normal co-
ordinates of these low frequency vibrations indicate that 
they are torsional and out of plane bending vibrations in-
volving group of atoms and even extend to 3-5 bonds. The 
atomic motions for some of these vibrations have a “wave-
like” character. The LF vibrational modes were calculated 
also for a model cluster consisting of two boroxol rings, 
representing the medium range ordering in the B2O3 glass 
[20]. Our experimental and theoretical results together in-
dicate that small atomic clusters contribute to, at least, the 
high frequency part of the BP in the Raman spectra of 
glassy materials. Moreover, we believe that larger clusters 
may reproduce the medium range order in the glass and the 
localized collective LF vibrations can be responsible for 
the BP. 

In conclusion, we have studied the microscopic struc-
tural origin of BP in AsxS100-x glasses by using LF Raman 
and ab initio methods. The comparison of composition- 
dependent BP in the Raman spectra of glasses with the re-
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sults of ab initio calculations clearly indicate the collective 
contribution of different nanoclusters of branchy- and ring-
like types to the low-frequency spectral region. 
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